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Abstract

At the end of 2011, China’s Great Firewall (GFW) began
to block unpublished Tor bridges. Past studies of this
blocking have found that the firewall implements both
deep packet inspection (DPI) and active probing in order
to identify and block usage of the Tor protocol. We build
upon the information from previous studies conducted
in 2012 and 2015, using a vantage point in China, and
bridge relays that we deploy in the US, Canada, and the
UK. We determine the extent to which both published
and unpublished relays, specifically bridges, are cur-
rently blocked by the GFW. We also analyze the active
scanners employed by the GFW, and determine the via-
bility of various deployed circumvention methods. We
specifically observe that a simple technique to identify
and not respond to the GFW’s scanners is effective in
keeping a bridge relay from being blocked. We con-
clude by discussing the current circumvention methods,
and how best to implement these circumvention meth-
ods to improve the accessibility of the Tor based on our
measurements.

1 Introduction

Of the countries that perform censorship, China has long
been on the forefront in terms of its development and
deployment of techniques to identify and filter censored
content [3, 10, 15, 21]. One of the key protocols filtered
by China is the Tor anonymity system. Indeed, for the
past five years, China and Tor have been in an arms race
to block or stay one step ahead of the censor, respec-
tively [9,11–13,17,20]. As Tor develops new approaches
to circumvent Chinese filtering (e.g., unpublished bridge
relays [2], covert channels [11, 13, 17]) the Chinese fil-
tering apparatus evolves to detect and block Tor [6, 20].
The ongoing nature of this arms race makes measuring
how China detects and blocks Tor a moving target.

In this study, we revisit the question of how China’s

Great Firewall (GFW) detects and filters Tor, following
in the line of related work carried out over the past six
years [6, 20]. To gain access to a vantage point in China,
we use a virtual private server (VPS) located in a Chinese
cloud provider’s infrastructure. We also deploy three
servers that act as bridge relays to allow us to monitor
how the GFW probes/scans suspected bridge nodes.

We use this infrastructure to answer the following
questions about how the GFW blocks Tor. Specifically,
we investigate to what extent the public Tor network is
reachable (§4.1); how unpublished (bridge) relays are
blocked (§4.2); and how GFW scanners have changed
from previous studies (§4.3). Finally, we investigate how
Tor users can circumvent today’s GFW and investigate
approaches other than the popular pluggable transport
approach to keep the GFW from detecting Tor bridges.

Table 1 compares our results to two prior studies on
how the GFW blocks bridge relays. We note that many
aspects of bridge relay blocking are similar to 2015 with
the notable difference that now relays are blocked on a
per IP basis. This requires us to develop a new method
to fingerprint scanners in our study (Section 4.3). We
also observe that bridge relays remain blocked for 12
hours, after which they are re-scanned by the GFW and
unblocked if they are no longer acting as relays. Interest-
ingly, we make a similar observation with public relays
which are blocked for 12 hours after the Tor service is
disabled. This suggests that the GFW may be using a
common list to monitor Tor relays whether they are dis-
covered via DPI or by scraping the Tor Consensus.

In fingerprinting 934 unique scanner IPs (Section 4.3),
we find that all active scanners are located in China.
Scanner traffic is distinguishable from legitimate Tor
traffic through several TCP packet options such as MSS
and window scaling (Table 2). Each IP only conducts one
or two scans, which details the uniformity of the scan-
ning system and shows measures taken to avoid circum-
vention by blacklisting scanner IPs.

Finally, we investigate circumvention methods (Sec-
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Year

2012 2015 2018
Block Method (IP, Port) (IP, Port) IP
Block Duration 12 hours 12 hours 12 hours
Scanning Queues 15 minutes Instantly Instantly
Scanner Distribution Not Uniform Uniform Uniform
Most Common Scanner 202.108.181.70 202.108.181.70 111.202.242.93
Common Scanner ASes 4134, 4837, 17622 4134, 4837, 7497 4134, 4837, 17676

Table 1: Comparison of results from GFW studies in 2012 [20], 2015 [6], and now 2018.

tion 5). We find that the two most popular pluggable
transports (Meek [7] and Obfs4 [18]) are still effective in
evading GFW’s blocking of Tor (Section 5.1). However,
we also observe that having a bridge relay not respond
to scans from the GFW appears to be an effective and
low-cost method to avoid having bridge relays from be-
ing blocked based on scans (Section 5.2).

2 Background

Tor is the de facto network for providing anonymous
communication on the Internet [5]. However, the fact
that Tor conceals the destination of a network connec-
tion has also made it an attractive tool for individuals
to circumvent Internet censorship around the globe [8].
This has led Tor developers and China’s censorship
apparatus–termed the Great Firewall (GFW)–to enter
into an arms race to remain one step ahead of each other.
One notable strategy employed by Tor developers has
been the use of Tor bridges, unpublished relays that users
in China can use to gain access to the Tor network. By
using relays that are not published along with the list of
Tor relays, the Tor developers aim to increase the effort
required by the GFW to block these connections. The
GFW has responded to the deployment of Tor bridges
by combining deep packet inspection (DPI) with active
scanning to identify these unpublished relays [6, 20].

When a client makes an initial connection to an un-
published Tor bridge the GFW uses DPI to identify that
the connection matches signatures for Tor traffic. Af-
ter detecting the presence of Tor traffic, the firewall de-
ploys multiple scanners to test whether the relay is actu-
ally running the Tor service. We define a scanner as an
IP address, which is geo-located to China, that attempts
to connect to our relay and is not a legitimate Chinese
user. By preventing the public listing of our relays, we
ensure that all traffic received from China, outside of our
client, is from a scanner. If these scanners detect the Tor
service, then traffic is blocked to/from the bridge.

Prior work has characterized these scanners, how long
they scan for, which IPs scan the suspected bridge relays,
and for how long the relay will be blocked. We use our

experiments to revisit these prior results. The ongoing
arms race between Tor developers and the GFW requires
ongoing monitoring, as behaviors of both actors evolve
over time. In this study, we revisit results from 2012 [20]
and 2015 [6], and highlight differences in how the GFW
detects Tor bridges.

3 Methodology

We now describe our method to characterize blocking of
Tor by the GFW. Unless otherwise specified, all pings
are completed using both TCP and ICMP, and pings to
specific ports use TCP.

3.1 Vantage points

We use a client machine as well as three bridge relays we
deploy ourselves in different geographic locations. All
systems in the experiment are running on Ubuntu 16.04
LTS or Ubuntu 14.04 LTS due to easy deployment and
relative uniformity. No known filters are applied to our
bridges during the experiment.

Bridges. We deploy three bridge relays running on
VMs. These bridges are located at UMass Amherst in the
Northeast United States, in OVH’s data center in Mon-
treal, Canada, and in Amazon EC2 in London, UK.

Tor client. We deploy a client machine on a virtual
private server (VPS) in a cloud provider’s infrastructure
in Shanghai, China.

3.2 Testing Tor reachability

We use the Tor Connection Initiation Simulator (TCIS),
developed by Winter and Lindskog [20] to test reachabil-
ity of the Tor network and our Tor bridges from our client
located in China. This simulator allows us to initiate Tor
connections in a quick and lightweight manner, instead
of running a full Tor client. When appropriate, we utilize
the full Tor client to test circuit constructibility.

We perform the following tests from our client:
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Attempt to retrieve the Tor consensus. Our client at-
tempts to connect to the eight relays hosting Tor consen-
sus data. It then attempts to download the Tor consensus
from these relays if a successful connection is made.

Attempt to connect to published relays. We use TCIS
to attempt to initiate Tor connections with the set of pub-
lished relays (if we cannot retrieve the consensus data
from Tor directly, we SFTP it to our client for testing).

Monitoring blocking of published relays. To under-
stand how fast published relays are blocked and for how
long they remain blocked we deploy two relays that are
submitted to the Tor consensus to be published. These
relays are hosted in the same networks as our Canada
and US bridge nodes, but on different servers. We block
connections on the Tor port originating from China to-
wards these relays to isolate blocking caused by the
GFW scraping Tor Consensus data.

Attempt to connect to our bridge relays. We also
attempt to initiate Tor connections with our own bridge
relays so that we can observe how the GFW reacts to new
Tor connections to previously unknown bridge relays.

Monitoring for scanners. We instrument our bridge re-
lays using tcpdump [19] to observe scanning performed
by the GFW after our client in China attempts a Tor con-
nection with our bridges.

Pinging relays and bridges. After the client attempts
to initiate a Tor connection with a relay or bridge, it pro-
ceeds to ping the relay or bridge for up to 48 hours to
observe for how long the relay or bridge is blocked.

Pinging from our bridges. We also perform ping mea-
surements from our bridges to the client in China to ob-
serve whether blocking of Tor traffic is bidirectional.

3.3 Limitations
There are a few possible limitations with our research
methodology due to the nature of China’s network and
their firewall.

Different treatment of bridges in different networks.
The GFW may treat bridges in different locations dif-
ferently. We deploy three bridge relays in different net-
works and geographic locations to mitigate this impact.

Location of the client in China. We do not have much
control over the location of our Chinese client due to the
difficulty of renting a server in China (business license,
language barriers, etc.), which is why our Chinese server
is located in Shanghai.

Occasional packet drops. We notice periods of high
packet drops on our Chinese client. We do not consider
measurements during these time intervals in order to re-
move any noise caused by potential network unreliabil-
ity.

4 Results

In this section, we discuss the key results of the study.
We determine how the firewall blocks both published re-
lays (§4.1) and unpublished relays (§4.2). We determine
the length of these blocks (§4.2), and find that Chinese
scanners are used in the process. This leads us to per-
form fingerprinting of scanners (§4.3).

4.1 Reachability of the Tor Consensus and
published relays

We check accessibility of relays hosting the Tor Consen-
sus and relays published in the Tor Consensus file. This
serves as a sanity check to ensure that our vantage point
in China is indeed subject to filtering by the GFW. We at-
tempt to connect to the eight relays hosting the Tor Con-
sensus, used by the Tor client to download the latest list
of active Tor relays. As expected, we find that the client
is unable to connect to these relays which we observe
being blocked via injected TCP reset packets.

To test connectivity to relays listed in the Tor Consen-
sus file we download the Tor consensus file and transfer it
to the Chinese server via SFTP. We then attempt to con-
nect to each public relay using TCIS. We observe the ini-
tial connection attempt is blocked with the GFW sending
a TCP reset packet to the client. After this initial con-
nection attempt, we ping (including UDP) the published
relay and observe no replies, indicating that traffic to this
relay is being dropped. This observation confirms obser-
vations from prior studies [6, 20]. We observe a small
number, less than 0.2%, of pings do make it through the
GFW, but we note that this occurs very infrequently and
we do not observe any trends in these successful pings.

Duration of published relay blocking. To under-
stand the mechanism behind blocking of published re-
lays, we deploy two published relays of our own which
block Tor connections from China. This means that the
relay is listed on the public relay consensus, but can-
not be scanned by scanners nor connected to by Chinese
clients. Once the relay is published, we ping the relay
every 5 seconds on both the randomly selected Tor port
and a web service on port 80 from our client in China
to monitor its reachability. We find that on average, our
published relays are added to an IP blacklist after 10 min-
utes.

Stopping the Tor service, which removes the IP from
the consensus, does not result in the relay being un-
blocked immediately. We observe that our published re-
lays remain blocked for an additional 12 hours. We ob-
serve a scan attempt from the GFW prior to our former
relay being removed from the blacklist (observed via suc-
cessful pings from our Chinese client).
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4.2 Blocking of Bridge relays

As mentioned in Section 3.2, we deploy three bridge
relays in three different geographically distributed net-
works. Our Chinese client attempts to connect to these
bridges using TCIS. Similar to published relays, we ob-
serve that an initial connection attempt is blocked using
a TCP reset packet1 and after some amount of time the
bridge is completely blocked. This blocking is triggered
by scans of the bridge relays performed as part of the
GFW’s operation.

The scanning occurs on multiple ports: the port on
which the initial Tor connection is observed, and com-
mon ports such as 80 and 443. Additionally, we see scans
on “similar” ports to the initial port such as those off by
two. Scanning begins almost instantaneously after the
Tor connection attempt is made, and after about a minute,
the scans completely stop.

Blocking at the level of an IP address. We observe
the GFW blocking connections at the level of IP vs. us-
ing (IP, port) tuples. We observe this by performing
pings from our Chinese client to our bridges on a variety
of ports. We perform pings in both directions between
our client and bridge relays and observe that the block-
ing behavior is unidirectional. Traffic is allowed from
our client to our bridge, but not from our bridge to our
client. We attempt to deploy services across other ports
to determine if the firewall recognizes that the server
was running more than just Tor, such as web services,
but the firewall blocks the IP address completely regard-
less. This highlights the potential collateral damage if
Tor bridge relays are hosted in cloud computing facili-
ties where they may be colocated with Web services.

Duration of Bridge relay blocking. Disabling the Tor
service does not result in immediate unblocking of the
server. Similar to blocking of published relays, we ob-
serve the bridge relay is blocked for 12 hours after it is
scanned. After 12 hours, the bridge is scanned again and
becomes accessible if the Tor service is no longer run-
ning. This suggests that IPs gathered from the Tor con-
sensus are put into the same blacklist as bridge relays.
We also notice that if we attempt a Tor connection some-
time during the block to any of the blocked bridges, the
block duration renews to 12 hours from the last attempted
Tor connection.

Attempts to conserve resources. Attempting to initiate
a Tor connection to a port not running Tor does not trig-
ger scanning, so a Tor connection needs to succeed from
the client to attract scanners. The lack of scanning dur-
ing the 12 hour block and the short scan at the 12 hour
interval, as well as the IP blocking rather than (IP, port)

1Since we control the bridge relay, we confirm that the TCP reset
packet is sent both to the client and the bridge relay.

tuple blocking, are indications of the firewall trying to
save resources. This is probably related to the sheer in-
crease in the number of Tor users and relays since 2012,
from less than 1 million users per day in 2012 to upwards
of 2 million users per day in 2018.

4.3 Fingerprinting GFW scanners
We now characterize scanners we observe through the
experiments described in the previous sections.

Unlike prior work, we face the challenge that the GFW
blocks relays based on IP address and not (IP, port)-
tuples. This means that once a connection attempt is
made to our server, and a scanner is observed, our IP
address will not be scanned again for 12 hours. Given
that we have two bridge relays at our disposal, this would
drastically reduce the scanners we can observe, relative
to prior work that could initiate connections on multiple
ports of their bridge relays.

We get around this challenge by having one bridge
relay drop packets from scanners, which is feasible
because we only expect legitimate connections to our
bridge to come from our own test client. We elaborate on
this idea and how it may be used to evade scanner-based
blocking in Section 5.2. Dropping the scanner’s traffic
means that the scanner does not confirm that our relay is
a bridge relay and does not add the relay to the black list.
This allows us to repeatedly initiate Tor connections to
the relay from our client and observe scan attempts.

We initiate connections to our bridge relay every 10
seconds over a period of 44 hours from our client in
China. This allows us to observe a total of 934 unique
IP addresses scanning our relays. We assign each IP ad-
dress to one scanner to perform our analyses.
Comparison with prior scanners. We revisit the fin-
gerprinting of scanners from the 2015 paper. We com-
pare qualities of captured SYN packets in Table 2. Sim-
ilar to 2015, all scanners we attract are located in China.
We determine this through mapping IPs to countries with
MaxMind GeoLite2 database [16], which is accurate
enough for country mappings. Given the similarities of
packet qualities and likelihood of colocation from TTL
values, we agree with the hypothesis suggested in the
2015 paper [6] that the network is a distribution of prox-
ies that forward packets from a centrally controlled sys-
tem.
A separate scanning infrastructure? We observed
5% of SYN packets originating from 111.202.242.93,
and the other 95% being almost uniformly distributed in
origin. Upon closer inspection, we observe that unlike
the other scanners, packets from 111.202.242.93 have an
MSS of 1368 as opposed to 1400 seen from the other
scanners. In the process of attracting scanners, we re-
spond to SYN packets with an MSS of 1368 normally,
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Figure 1: IPIDs and TTLs of SYN packets received by
our relay from scanners over 44 hours.

and find that the results of scans from 111.202.242.93 do
not result in our bridge getting blocked. This seems to in-
dicate that this scanner may be operating separately from
the main scanning and blacklisting infrastructure.

Trends in IPIDs and TTLs. To determine the underly-
ing structure of the scanning system, we examine IPIDs
and TTLs of scanning packets, shown in Figure 1. While
we do not observe a trend in IPIDs, we find that the simi-
larity in TTL values indicates that scanners are colocated.
In comparing these TTLs with TTLs observed on reset
packets from the GFW, we cannot determine whether the
reset injectors are colocated with active scanners, with
reset injectors having a TTL of 44 while scanners have a
TTL of 48-50.

Year

2015 2018
TTL Range 46 - 51 48 - 50
MSS Values 1400, 1460 1368, 1400
Window Scaling 7 7
Permit Selective ACKs Yes Yes
TCP Timestamp Yes Yes
No Operation Yes Yes

Table 2: Scanner TCP SYN packet qualities comparison.

Prevalence of specific scanner IPs. Additionally,
we determine that out of the 934 IP addresses we see,
908 IPs conducted one scan and 26 IPs conducted two
scans. No higher amount of scans were exhibited, detail-
ing the uniformity of the system. Spreading the scan-
ning across IPs may be a way of avoiding IP-based
detection of scanners. Interestingly, we observe that
the most frequent scanning IP observed in prior work
(202.108.181.70 [6,20]) does not appear anywhere in the
set of scanners we observe.

5 Circumvention

We now consider how well existing circumvention
schemes, specifically Tor pluggable transports evade the
GFW’s blocking of Tor. We also describe a technique
that attempts to ignore traffic from GFW scanners to
avoid having the bridge IP added to a block list.

5.1 Pluggable transports
We consider how well two modern pluggable transports
evade the GFW.

meek: meek is a pluggable transport that is actively
maintained and recommended by The Tor Project for
Chinese users to access the Tor network [7]. It utilizes
domain fronting, routing traffic through a CDN or simi-
larly popular service before the traffic is sent to a bridge.
We test meek with the built-in public Azure server and
successfully establish a Tor circuit. We are able to utilize
Tor without issues through this method. We also test the
built-in Amazon method, and determine that it is incon-
sistent in whether or not it will establish a circuit. Occa-
sionally, we are able to establish a circuit, but most cir-
cuits do not successfully complete, failing at seemingly
random points in the process.

We also test meek on our own bridge which, while suc-
cessful, requires TLS. Without TLS, the firewall blocks
the bridge, and subsequently purges it from the IP black-
list within a few minutes after the meek bridge is stopped.
So, we theorize that there is a separate meek blacklist,
and China is actively attempting to determine how to
block meek users.

obfs4: obfs4 is a pluggable transport that relies on
obfuscation rather than domain fronting [18]. Using
obfs4, we are able to establish Tor circuits on our own
bridges, but are unable to connect to public bridges. This
is likely due to public bridges being recorded and black-
listed by the firewall.

5.2 Mitigating scanners
While pluggable transports are successful in circumvent-
ing the firewall, we note that they must be deployed on
both the server and the client. Inspired by the method we
use to collect information about scanners in Section 4.3,
we propose that bridge relays simply drop packets from
the GFW’s scanners, basically responding as if the bridge
is not running a Tor service.

To do this, we write a series specific rules using ipt-
ables in order to drop packets from Chinese scanners.
We differentiate scanner packets from legitimate packets
through our observations from Table 2, specifically rely-
ing on the MSS value. We use a rule to drop incoming
Tor packets with an MSS of 1400. Further investigation
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would be needed to analyze potential false positives, but
related work [1] indicates that an MSS value of 1400
is generally infrequently observed. We note that this
method of dropping scan traffic successfully keeps our
bridge relays from being blocked and allows our client
in China to maintain access to the bridge.

5.3 Discussion
We find that the easiest method for users to circumvent
the firewall appears to be meek, as it can be used out-of-
the-box by Chinese users. However, if the Tor Project
is able to limit the distribution of bridge addresses, then
rejecting scanners would be equally viable and signifi-
cantly more cost effective. Additionally, obfs4 was easier
to deploy on an unpublished bridge than meek, as certifi-
cate management was not required. In practice, rejecting
scanners would be more effective than obfs4 as only the
relay has to implement scanner rejection, whereas both
the relay and the client have to be running pluggable
transports.

6 Conclusion

Through our work, we gather an understanding of how
the modern GFW blocks both unpublished and published
relays. We compare our results to the results found in
previous work, namely in 2012 [20] and 2015 [6], to give
an updated perspective into how the firewall has changed
over time. We find that the firewall blocks relay IPs
through DPI, and to minimize collateral damage, purges
these IPs when they are detected as no longer running
Tor. We see that all scanners employed by the firewall
are located in China, and that likely the large spread of
scanner IPs is actually a diverse proxy network forward-
ing scanner packets from a centralized source.

We conclude with an analysis on circumvention of the
current GFW, and find that the most effective method of
circumvention for the average user is the pluggable trans-
port meek, due to its inclusion in the Tor browser bundle
and ease of use. However, due to the large costs asso-
ciated with running meek domain fronting servers [7] as
well as the recent collective disabling of domain fronting
by cloud providers such as Google [4] and Amazon [14],
we find that the most cost effective method would be to
reject scanner packets and continue to work on improv-
ing methods of distributing unpublished bridge IP ad-
dresses. This would also be easier for bridge operators,
as the rejection feature could be implemented natively in
Tor rather than being added as a pluggable transport.

In future work, we hope to develop a more effec-
tive method of circumvention, retaining both the ease of
client use of meek, and cost efficiency and ease of de-
ployment of rejecting scanners. We also suggest devel-

oping alternative methods for distributing Tor clients to
Chinese users, and advocate for developing better unpub-
lished bridge IP distribution methods for use with scan-
ner rejection or obfs4. Through these methods, we aim
to combat censorship by increasing the availability of Tor
for average Chinese Internet users.

We publish all datasets and code to maintain re-
producibility, obtainable at calipr.cs.umass.edu/

research.
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